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The recent boost of GPGPUs represents nothing short of a revolution for scientific 

computing, as speedups of a 100 times in comparison with traditional CPU simulations 

on currently easily accessible hardware, are not uncommon. The term "Supercomputing 

for the masses" coined by Rob Farber [1] synthesizes precisely the current state of the 

art, and it seems paramount that as many as possible scientists, in diverse areas of 

knowledge, engage in this novel programming paradigm. This course aims to provide a 

basis for such a transition for scientists with a solid understanding of the C programming 

language, by introducing the basic concepts necessary for GPGPU computing, with an 

emphasis on issues related with image processing, graphics computing, and other 

scientific applications. First the necessary concepts shall be introduced using concrete 

examples, and then specific common scientific problems shall be elaborated in detail.  

 

Course outline 
 
Programming model 

 Kernels 

 Thread hierarchy  

 memory hierarchy (global, shared, constant,  local, texture) 

 Host and Device (CPU e GPU) 
 
Programming interface 

 C for CUDA 

 OpenCL 

 OpenGL interoperability 
 
Performance 

 Instruction performance 

 Memory bandwidth 

 Memory transfer between host and device (CPU e GPU) 



 Memory access 

 Warp synchronization 
 
Applications 

 Examples in image processing 

 Examples in computer graphics 

 Simulations in Science 
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